Molecular engineering of torsional potentials in fluorogenic dyes via electronic substituent effects.
Fluorogenic dyes such as thiazole orange (TO) and malachite green have been used in live cellular imaging due to their low quantum yield in solution but large fluorescence enhancements when bound to cellular nucleic acids or to a specific surface-expressed protein partner. Better understanding of the structure-property relationships that establish this fluorogenic behavior could benefit the design of improved dyes. In TO the fluorogenic properties are related to twisting of the dye, following electronic excitation in solution, from an emissive planar structure to a nonemissive twisted structure. Herein we develop a computational approach to identify electron acceptor/donor substitution patterns that impart desirable properties to the dye, such as inducing spectral shifts while maintaining an excited-state torsional surface that will lead to fluorogenic behavior. Additivity of substituent effects, on properties such as spectral shifts and excited-state torsional barriers, is tested and found to be sufficiently accurate that it can be used to identify promising dye candidates. Although additivity suggests an underlying linearity in the substituent effects, additional simplifications stemming from linearity could not be identified. The approach is tested on TO, considering seven different substituents at seven substitution positions, to identify fluorogenic dyes that will span a range of wavelengths. Additivity allows quantum chemical calculations on singly substituted molecules (49 molecules) to be used to make estimates for all substitution patterns (nearly 10(6) molecules).